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Abstract
We investigate the (noncommutative) geometry defined by the standard
model, which turns out to be of Kaluza–Klein type. We find that spacetime
points are replaced by extended two-dimensional objects which resemble
the surface of a gyro. Their size is of the order of the inverse top quark
mass.
1 Introduction
Gel’fand and Na˘ımark realized [1] that a unital commutative C∗-algebra is es-
sentially the same thing as a compact topological Hausdorff space. In the sequel
mathematicians have dropped commutativity and considered noncommutative
C∗-algebras as something like noncommutative topological spaces. Some high-
lights of this program are algebraic K-theory [2], cyclic cohomology [3, 4] and
quantum groups [5, 6]. Physicists however are confronted with measurements,
that is the assignment of a set of real numbers to the system under consideration.
These real numbers constitute a metric space or geometry. Although topology has
important applications to physics, geometry is indispensable. Therefore, Connes’
assignment [3, 4, 7, 8] of metric properties to noncommutative topological spaces
is of paramount importance for physics.
Connes’ discovery was that geometry is encoded in the interplay between a
∗-algebra A and some sort of Dirac operator D, both acting on a Hilbert space H.
The collection (A,H, D) of these data is called spectral triple. Connes’ distance
definition, applied to the spectral triple (smooth functions on spin manifold M ,
Dirac operator of the spin connection, square integrable bispinors), recovers pre-
cisely [3, 4, 8] the geodesic distance on M . But the strength of Connes’ definition
is that it does not require the algebra A to be commutative. Moreover, it gives
rise to an interesting geometry even on commutative algebras with noncommu-
tative differential calculus, such as the famous two-point space [3, 8].
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Figure 1: The gyro defined
by δ = 0.216, ǫ = 0.72
In spite of these opportunities, the interest of the physics community has
moved more to the construction of differential calculi [8, 9] associated to spec-
tral triples and to physical models [8, 10, 11, 12] based on them. The formost
achievement along this line is a reformulation of the standard model [7, 13, 14, 15]
in which Yang–Mills and Higgs fields are parts of one generalized gauge poten-
tial. This leads to a genuine unification of Yang–Mills and Higgs sectors of the
standard model. However, I am not aware of an attempt to recover the metric
structure associated to the standard model spectral triple, which is the concern
of this paper.
Technically, we do not strictly follow Connes’ framework but employ the au-
thor’s modification [16] that uses Lie algebras instead of associative ∗-algebras
(section 2). The Lie algebraic framework has the advantage that every degree
of freedom has a physical meaning, whereas in the ∗-algebra case one has addi-
tional parameters which at the very end are eliminated by skew-adjointness and
unimodularity conditions. Our procedure implements neither real structures [7]
nor all that sophisticated stuff like bivariant K-theory [17] and noncommuta-
tive Poincare´ duality, which according to Connes [4, 7] are essential elements of
noncommutative manifolds. We start with the pure matrix part of the standard
model (section 4) and find that its geometry is a nine-parametric family (because
there are nine massless Yang–Mills fields in the standard model) of infinitely dis-
tant two-dimensional objects. They are the surface of the unit ball whose polar
regions are rotary-grinded to paraboloids, see figure 1 for an example (the mean-
ing of the coordinates α, . . . , ǫ is explained in section 4). We call such an object a
gyro. The distance between points on the gyro equals 1/mt times the Euclidean
three-dimensional distance through the interior of the gyro, where mt is the mass
of the top quark. The pure continuum case leads back to Riemannian geometry
(section 5).
Thus, the geometry of the full standard model (section 6) is of Kaluza–Klein
type [18, 19]. It is a nine-parametric family of infinitely distant worlds. Each
world is six-dimensional (see also [20]), four dimensions are our usual spacetime
and the other two are compactified to a certain gyro. This means that we do
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not confirm Connes’ conjecture of a multi-sheeted structure of the universe [3, 4].
It is true that the geometry of the standard model differs from four dimensional
Riemannian geometry at energy scales of the order mt. But on each world the
geometry remains continuously connected and can be described completely in
terms of standard (commutative) geometry. This is also in contrast with non-
commutative Kaluza–Klein theories developed by Madore and Mourad (see [21]
for a review and references therein), where the internal coordinates are generators
of a noncommutative algebra. We show that the geometry of the matrix part of
the standard model (which contains three massive Yang–Mills fields) is a defor-
mation of the 2-sphere S2. The spectral triple over the algebra C⊕C studied first
by Connes and Lott [3, 8] gives rise to one massive Yang–Mills field. Therefore,
its geometry is a deformed S0, i.e. a pair of points. After taking spacetime into
consideration, Connes and Lott thus obtained two copies of spacetime as geom-
etry of this example. The possibility of endowing discrete spaces with geometry
has been celebrated as a main achievement of noncommutative geometry. To my
knowledge, one has widely believed that the discreteness of the C⊕C-example is
typical for matrix spectral triples. But this is not the case, as the present paper
shows.
2 Fundamentals
Physical reasons (the wish to describe other field theoretical models than the
standard model) led us to replace the associative ∗-algebra in Connes’ noncom-
mutative geometry by a Lie algebra [16]. Then, the spectral triple or K-cycle
describing the initial data becomes an L-cycle:
Definition 1 An L–cycle (g,H, D, π,Γ) over a skew–adjoint Lie algebra g is
given by
i) an involutive representation π of g in the Lie algebra B(H) of bounded oper-
ators on a Hilbert space H, i.e. (π(a))∗ = π(a∗) ≡ −π(a), for any a ∈ g,
ii) a (possibly unbounded) selfadjoint operator D on H with compact resolvent
such that [D, π(a)] ∈ B(H),
iii) a selfadjoint operator Γ on H, fulfilling Γ2 = idH, ΓD+DΓ = 0 and Γπ(a)−
π(a)Γ = 0.
We recall [16] the definition of a metric structure on L-cycles, obtained by a
simple adaptation of Connes’ proposal to our case:
Definition 2 Let X be the space of linear functionals χ on g whose norm equals
1, i.e. ‖χ‖ = supa∈g
(|χ(a)|/‖π(a)‖) = 1. The distance dist(χ1, χ2) between
χ1, χ2 ∈ X is given by
dist(χ1, χ2) := sup
a∈g
{ |χ1(a)− χ2(a)| : ‖ [D, π(a)] ‖ ≤ 1 } . (1)
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The concern of this paper is to show the usefulness of this definition by means
of a commutative example (section 3) and to investigate the metric structure of
the standard model L-cycle.
3 The commutative case
The Dirac K-cycle (C∞(M), L2(S), i∂/) can be regarded as an L-cycle over the
commutative Lie algebra iC∞(M) as well. Here, M is the Euclidean spacetime
(4-dimensional compact Riemannian spin manifold), C∞(M) denotes the algebra
of real-valued smooth functions over M , L2(S) is the Hilbert space of square
integrable sections of the spinor bundle S over M and i∂/ = iγµ∂µ is the Dirac
operator of the spin connection. From Connes’ discovery [3, 4, 8] that the Dirac
K-cycle gives rise to Riemannian geometry on M we expect that this is also true
for the L-cycle.
We compute the distance between those linear functionals χp, χq on iC
∞(M)
which are even characters determined by points ofM , i.e. χp(if) = f(p), χq(if) =
f(q), for if ∈ iC∞(M) and p, q ∈ M . Obviously,
‖χp‖ = sup
f∈C∞(M)
|f(p)|
‖f‖ = supf∈C∞(M)
|f(p)|
maxq∈M |f(q)| = 1 .
We have
[D, π(f)] ≡ [i∂/ , f ] = iγµ ∂f
∂xµ
= iγ(dxµ)
∂f
∂xµ
= iγ(df) , (2)
where γ : Λ1(M) → B(L2(S)) is the Clifford representation of sections of the
cotangent bundle. The Clifford representation fulfills γ(ω)γ(ω) = g−1(ω, ω)14,
for ω ∈ Λ1(M), where the bilinear form on sections of the cotangent bundle
g−1 : Λ1(M) × Λ1(M) → C∞(M) is the inverse of the metric g. The norm is
obtained by optimization of differentiation along a curve C(s):
‖[D, π(f)]‖ = ‖iγ(df)‖ = sup
C
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣γ(ds)dfds
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ = sup
C
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣γ(ds)γ(ds)
∣∣∣∣dfds
∣∣∣∣2
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
1/2
= sup
C
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣g−1(ds, ds)
∣∣∣∣dfds
∣∣∣∣2
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
1/2
= sup
C,x
{∣∣∣∣dfds
∣∣∣∣√g−1(ds, ds)
}
, (3)
where the supremum is taken over all points x ∈ M and all curves C = C(s)
through x.
We consider only curves where s is the arc length satisfying g−1(ds, ds) = 1.
This means that |s(p)− s(q)| = length(p̂q) is the length of the curve connecting
p, q ∈M . We write the differentiation in (3) as the limit of a difference quotient:
sup
C,x
∣∣∣∣dfds
∣∣∣∣ = sup
C,x
lim
p→x, p∈C
∣∣∣∣f(x)− f(p)s(x)− s(p)
∣∣∣∣ = sup
C,x
lim
p→x, p∈C
|f(x)− f(p)|
length(x̂p)
.
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This value is maximized if C is a geodesics connecting x and p, and instead
of varying C we can equivalently vary the point p that defines the geodesics C.
Moreover, the following consideration
|f(x)− f(p)| =
∣∣∣∣
∫ x
p
df
ds
ds
∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣
∫ x
p
ds
∣∣∣∣ maxq∈x̂p
∣∣∣∣dfds
∣∣∣∣ = dist(x, p) maxq∈x̂p
∣∣∣∣dfds
∣∣∣∣
shows that
sup
x
|f(x)− f(p)|
dist(x, p)
≤ sup
x
lim
p→x
|f(x)− f(p)|
dist(p, q)
.
This gives
‖[D, π(f)]‖ = sup
x 6=p
|f(x)− f(p)|
dist(x, p)
, (4)
as stated in [3, 4]. Therefore, ‖[D, π(f)]‖ ≤ 1 implies |f(p)−f(q)| ≤ dist(p, q) for
all functions f under consideration and all points p, q, which means dist(χp, χq) ≤
dist(p, q). Taking in particular the distance function itself, fp(q) = dist(p, q), one
has |fp(q1) − fp(q2)| = |dist(p, q1) − dist(p, q2)| ≤ dist(q1, q2) due to the triangle
inequality, therefore, ‖[D, π(fp)]‖ ≤ 1 on one hand and |fp(p)−fp(q)| = dist(p, q)
on the other hand. This means dist(χp, χq) = dist(p, q).
4 The matrix part of the standard model
The L-cycle of the matrix part of the standard model is the direct transcription
of the physical situation and was already presented in [22]. The Hilbert space is
H = C48 if we include right neutrinos. The Lie algebra is of course
g = su(3)⊕ su(2)⊕ u(1)
∋ {g,a, e} ≡ {i(∑8j=1 gjλj) , i(aσ3+bσ1+cσ2) , e} , (5)
where λj are the Gell-Mann matrices, σk the Pauli matrices and gj, a, b, c, e ∈ R.
This Lie algebra acts on H via the representation
π(g,a, e) =
(
πℓ(g,a, e) 0
0 πq(g,a, e)
)
,
πℓ(g,a, e) =


i(a− e)⊗ 13 i(b− ic)⊗ 13 0 0
i(b+ ic)⊗ 13 i(−a− e)⊗ 13 0 0
0 0 03 0
0 0 0 −2ie⊗ 13

, (6)
πq(g,a, e) =


(i(a+ 13e)13+g)⊗13 i(b−ic)13⊗13 0 0
i(b+ic)13 ⊗ 13 (i(−a+13e)13+g)⊗13 0 0
0 0 (43 ie13+g)⊗13 0
0 0 0 (−23 ie13+g)⊗13

.
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The generalized Dirac operator is the Yukawa operator
Y =
(
Yℓ 0
0 Yq
)
, (7)
Yℓ =


0 0 Mν 0
0 0 0 Me
M∗ν 0 0 0
0 M∗e 0 0

, Yq =


0 0 13 ⊗Mu 0
0 0 0 13 ⊗Md
13 ⊗M∗u 0 0 0
0 13 ⊗M∗d 0 0

,
where Me,ν,u,d are 3× 3-mass matrices of the fermions.
The first and most difficult part is to compute the norm of functionals χ on
g. The computation consists of two steps: that of the norm of π(g,a, e) and
that of the extrema of χ(g,a, e)/‖π(g,a, e)‖. Let igi, g1 ≤ g2 ≤ g3, be the
eigenvalues of g ∈ su(3). As g is tracefree, there are only the two possibilities
g1 ≤ g2 ≤ 0 ≤ g3=|g2|+|g1| and g1=−|g2|−|g3| ≤ 0 ≤ g2 ≤ g3. It suffices to
study the first case, because the second case goes into the first one by inversion
{g,a, e} 7→ {−g,−a,−e}. Thus, we have
g1 ≤ g2 ≤ 0 ≤ |g2| ≤ 12g3 ≤ |g1| ≤ g3=|g1|+|g2| . (8)
Denoting ‖a‖ := √a2 + b2 + c2, the eigenvalues of π(g,a, e) are i times
−e + ‖a‖ , −e− ‖a‖ , −2e ,
1
3
e+ ‖a‖+ gi , 13e− ‖a‖+ gi , 43e+ gi , −23e+ gi ,
so that the norm (=absolute value of the largest eigenvalue) becomes
‖π(g,a, e)‖ = max (|e|+‖a‖ , 2|e| , |1
3
e+gi|+‖a‖ , |13e+gi|+|e|
)
. (9)
For the further evaluation we draw the ‘left’ graphs y = |e|+‖a‖, y =
|1
3
e+gi|+‖a‖ and the ‘right’ graphs y = 2|e|, y = |13e+gi|+|e| into a e-y-diagram.
The partial norm functions of the ‘left’ and ‘right’ graphs are
interval right norm left norm
e ≤ −3
2
|g1| −2e −e+‖a‖
−3
2
|g1| ≤ e ≤ −32(g3−|g1|) |g1|−43e |g1|−13e+‖a‖
− 3
2
(g3−|g1|) ≤ e ≤ 0 g3−23e g3+13e+‖a‖
0 ≤ e ≤ 3
2
g3 g3+
4
3
e g3+
1
3
e+‖a‖
3
2
g3 ≤ e 2e e+‖a‖
(10)
This table tells us that the left and right norms are continuous and piecewise
linear with corners at
e ∈ { − 3
2
|g1| , −32(g3 − |g1|) , 0 , 32g3
}
. (11)
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The total norm is the maximum of both partial norms and varies as we vary ‖a‖.
The topology of the total norm function changes at those values of ‖a‖ where a
corner of the left norm passes a corner of the right norm. These values are
‖a‖ ∈ { 0 , 3
2
(g3 − |g1|) , 32 |g1| , 32g3
}
. (12)
We consider functionals on su(3)⊕ su(2)⊕ u(1) of the form
χǫ,α,δ(g,a, e) := αa+ βb+ γc+ (2δ − α)e+
∑8
j=1 ǫ
jgj ,
see (5) for the notation. In order to avoid the discussion of the eight parameters
ǫj we adopt the following simplification. The norm of ǫ is
‖ǫ‖ = sup
g∈su(3)
|∑8j=1 ǫjgj| / ‖g‖ ,
where g is represented in the standard matrix representation of su(3). We assume
ǫ to be such that there is only one straight line through the origin in su(3) ∼= R8
on which the supremum of |∑8j=1 ǫjgj|/‖g‖ is attained. Under this condition we
can define a sign of ǫ. We put sign(g) = 1 if |g3| > |g1| (which is our case),
sign(g) = −1 if |g3| < |g1| and
sign(ǫ) = sign(
∑8
j=1 ǫ
jgj) sign(g) , if |∑8j=1 ǫjgj| = ‖g‖ ‖ǫ‖ . (13)
This sign is constant on the maximal straight line (without 0), and we have
sign(ǫ) = −sign(−ǫ). We put ǫ = sign(ǫ) ‖ǫ‖.
Our goal is to examine the extrema of the functional F on g defined by
F (g,a, e) = χǫ,α,δ(g,a, e) / ‖π(g,a, e)‖. We have shown in (10) that ‖π(g,a, e)‖
is a piecewise linear function of ‖a‖, e, g3, |g1|. Letting these parameters fixed,
the extrema of χǫ,α,δ(g,a, e) are taken at
αa+ βb+ γc = ±
√
α2 + β2 + γ2
√
a2 + b2 + c2 ≡ ±‖α‖ ‖a‖
(put a = ±(α/‖α‖) ‖a‖, b = ±(β/‖α‖) ‖a‖, c = ±(γ/‖α‖) ‖a‖). Moreover,
we have
∑8
j=1 ǫ
jgj = ǫ‖g‖ = ǫg3, see (13). Therefore, the candidates for
χǫ,α,δ(g,a, e) being extremal form the plane
±‖α‖ ‖a‖+ (2δ−α)e+ ǫg3 .
But this means that F is piecewise the quotient of first-order polynomials in the
four parameters ‖a‖, e, g3, |g1| and as such takes its extrema at the boundaries
of the domain. In our case, these boundaries are the points specified in (11)
and (12). In order to find the extrema of F it suffices to evaluate it at each
combination of the points (11) and (12). Moreover, we must take into account
the various infinities of e and ‖a‖ corresponding to case g = 0 and either e = 0
7
No e ‖a‖ F
1 −32 |g1| 0
−32(2δ−α)|g1|+ ǫg3
3|g1|
2 −32 |g1| 32(g3−|g1|)
−32((2δ−α)±‖α‖)|g1|+ (ǫ±32‖α‖)g3
3|g1|
3 −32 |g1| 32 |g1|
−32((2δ−α)∓‖α‖)|g1|+ ǫg3
3|g1|
4 −32 |g1| 32g3
−32(2δ−α)|g1|+ (ǫ±32‖α‖)g3
3
2(g3+|g1|)
5 −32(g3−|g1|) 0
3
2 (2δ−α)|g1|+ (ǫ−32(2δ−α))g3
2g3−|g1|
6 −32(g3−|g1|) 32(g3−|g1|)
3
2 ((2δ−α)∓‖α‖)|g1|+ (ǫ−32((2δ−α)∓‖α‖))g3
2g3−|g1|
7 −32(g3−|g1|) 32 |g1|
3
2 ((2δ−α)±‖α‖)|g1|+ (ǫ−32(2δ−α))g3
1
2g3+2|g1|
8 −32(g3−|g1|) 32g3
3
2 (2δ−α)|g1|+ (ǫ−32((2δ−α)∓‖α‖))g3
2g3+
1
2 |g1|
9 0 0
ǫg3
g3
10 32g3 0
(ǫ+32(2δ−α))g3
3g3
11 32g3
3
2(g3−|g1|)
∓32‖α‖|g1|+ (ǫ+32((2δ−α)±32‖α‖))g3
3g3
12 32g3
3
2 |g1|
±32‖α‖|g1|+ (ǫ+32(2δ−α))g3
3g3
13 32g3
3
2g3
(ǫ+32((2δ−α)±‖α‖))g3
3g3
14 ±M 0 ±(2δ−α)M
2M
15 −M M (±‖α‖−(2δ−α))M
2M
16 M M
(±‖α‖+(2δ−α))M
2M
17 0 M
±‖α‖M
M
Table 1: The value of F at the corner points
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or ‖a‖ = 0. The values of F at all these points are given in table 1. In this
table, we used that at e = 0 there is a corner only if ‖a‖ = 0 and took the limit
M →∞. The resulting function F is still the quotient of first-order polynomials
if it depends on g1. The extrema are again attained at the boundaries |g1| = g3
(superscript +) and |g1| = 12g3 (superscript −), see (8). This gives the following
absolute values:
|F | No in Tab. 1 |F | No in Tab. 1
|δ−1
2
α− 1
3
ǫ| 1+, 2+ |δ−1
2
α−2
3
ǫ| 1−, 5−
|δ−1
2
α− 1
3
ǫ|+1
2
‖α‖ 3+, 4+ |δ−1
2
α−2
3
ǫ|+1
2
‖α‖ 2−, 3−, 6−, 7−
2
3
|δ−1
2
α−2
3
ǫ|+2
3
‖α‖ 4−, 8− |ǫ| 5+, 6+, 9
2
5
|ǫ|+3
5
‖α‖ 7+, 8+ |δ−1
2
α+1
3
ǫ| 10, 11+
|δ−1
2
α+1
3
ǫ|+1
4
‖α‖ 11−, 12− |δ−1
2
α+1
3
ǫ|+1
2
‖α‖ 12+, 13
|δ−1
2
α| 14 |δ−1
2
α|+1
2
‖α‖ 15, 16
‖α‖ 17
After selecting the strongest constraints we find for ‖F‖ = max |F |
‖F‖ = max ( |ǫ| , ‖α‖ , |δ−1
2
α−1
6
ǫ|+1
2
‖α‖+1
2
|ǫ| ) . (14)
The requirement ‖F‖ = ‖χǫ,α,δ‖ = 1 yields the following constraints:
|ǫ| ≤ 1 , ‖α‖ ≤ 1 , |δ−1
6
ǫ− 1
2
α|+ 1
2
‖α‖ ≤ A , A := 1−1
2
|ǫ| , (15)
where at least one of these constraints must be an equality. The first conclusion
is |δ−1
6
ǫ| ≤ A, which we satisfy by
δ = 1
6
ǫ+ A cosφ , 0 ≤ φ ≤ π . (16)
This gives with ‖α‖2 = α2 + β2 + γ2 the equation
|A cosφ− 1
2
α|+ 1
2
√
α2 + β2 + γ2 = A ,
which leads (for the admissible range of α to be specified below) to
β2 + γ2 = 4(A±A cosφ)2 ∓ 4α(A±A cosφ) , for α R 2A cosφ . (17)
What we obtain is thus a pair of paraboloids, which we can parametrize as follows:
α = A(cos φ+ cos φ′) , 0 ≤ φ′ ≤ π ,
β2 + γ2 =
{
4A2(1 + cosφ)(1− cosφ′)
4A2(1− cosφ)(1 + cosφ′) for
cosφ ≤ cosφ′
cosφ ≥ cosφ′
(18)
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◗
◗
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◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗◗
-1 0 1
-1 0 1
-1
-2/3
-1/3
0
1/3
2/3
1
-1
-2/3
-1/3
0
1/3
2/3
1
✲
✲
✻ ✻
δ
δ
ǫ ǫ
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(4)
(5)
(5)
(6)
(6)
(6)
(6)
❄
Figure 2: Domain of ǫ, δ
determining the shape of
the gyro
However, we still have to take the condition ‖α‖ ≤ 1 into account, which is
the 2-sphere of radius 1. This sphere will somewhere intersect the paraboloids
(18) so that the total geometry is the composition of the sphere with one or
two paraboloids replacing the sphere’s polar regions. We call such an object a
gyro, which is the surface of a ball whose polar regions are rotary-grinded to
paraboloids. Formulae (18) are equivalent to ‖α‖ = A(2−| cosφ− cosφ′|), which
determines the intersection parallels of latitude as | cosφ− cos φ′| = 2−2|ǫ|
2−|ǫ|
. Thus,
for
cosφ′− cosφ ≥ 2−2|ǫ|
2−|ǫ|
| cosφ− cosφ′| ≤ 2−2|ǫ|
2−|ǫ|
cosφ− cosφ′ ≥ 2−2|ǫ|
2−|ǫ|

 we are on the


northern paraboloid
sphere
southern paraboloid
(19)
This situation is worth discussing. One has to choose ǫ ∈ [−1, 1] and cosφ ∈
[−1, 1], which yields δ according to (16) and (15). Next, one chooses cosφ′ ∈
[−1, 1] and determines from (19) to which rotary body this value belongs. The
height parameter α and in the paraboloid cases the radius
√
β2 + γ2 are obtained
from (18). In the spherical case we have of course
√
β2 + γ2 =
√
1− α2. Some
special cases of these gyros are interesting (see figure 2):
(1) ǫ = 0, δ = 0:
This is the pure sphere of radius 1.
(2) 0 < |ǫ| < 1 , 1
6
ǫ+1
2
|ǫ| ≤ δ < 1+1
6
ǫ− 1
2
|ǫ|:
The southern part of the sphere is rotary-grinded to a paraboloid.
(3) 0 ≤ |ǫ| < 1 , −1+1
6
ǫ+1
2
|ǫ| < δ ≤ 1
6
ǫ− 1
2
|ǫ|:
The northern part of the sphere is rotary-grinded to a paraboloid.
(4) 0 < |ǫ| < 1 , 1
6
ǫ− 1
2
|ǫ| < δ < 1
6
ǫ+1
2
|ǫ|:
Both the northern and southern parts of the sphere are rotary-grinded to
paraboloids but some region of the sphere remains. An example of this
situation is shown in figure 1.
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(5) |ǫ| = 1 , δ 6= ±1+1
6
ǫ∓ 1
2
|ǫ|:
The sphere is rotary-grinded to a lense composed of two paraboloids.
(6) −1 ≤ ǫ ≤ 1 , δ = ±1+1
6
ǫ∓ 1
2
|ǫ|:
The sphere is rotary-grinded to a string of length 1.
• |δ−1
6
ǫ| ≤ 1
2
− 1
2
|ǫ|:
The sphere’s equator belongs to the gyro so that the maximal radius is 1.
• 1−1
2
|ǫ| ≥ |δ−1
6
ǫ| ≥ 1
2
− 1
2
|ǫ|:
One paraboloid passes the sphere’s equator and the maximal radius is√
1− 2(1
2
−1
2
|ǫ|−|δ−1
6
ǫ|)2.
• The height of the gyro is 2−(|δ−1
6
ǫ|+1
2
|ǫ|) in cases (1),(2),(3),(6) and 2−|ǫ|
in cases (1),(4),(5),(6).
We now derive the metric properties of these gyros. The first step is to
compute ‖[Y, π(g,a, e)]‖, which we demand to be bounded by 1. The calculation
splits into that for leptons (ℓ) and quarks (q), see (6) and (7). We confine our
attention to the quark sector. It is convenient to use the C∗-property and to
evaluate
[Yq, πq(g,a, e)]
∗[Yq, πq(g,a, e)] =
(
L 0
0 R
)
, (20)
L =


(a−e)213 ⊗MuM∗u
+(b2+c2)13 ⊗MdM∗d
(a−e)(b−ic)13 ⊗ (MuM∗u−MdM∗d)
(a−e)(b+ic)13 ⊗ (MuM∗u−MdM∗d)
(b2+c2)13 ⊗MuM∗u
+(a−e)213 ⊗MdM∗d

,
R =
(
((a−e)2+b2+c2)13 ⊗M∗uMu 0
0 ((a−e)2+b2+c2)13 ⊗M∗dMd
)
.
Unitary transformation ULU∗ of the left sector L, with
U =
(
cos τ13 ⊗ 13 eiσ sin τ13 ⊗ 13
− sin τ13 ⊗ 13 eiσ cos τ13 ⊗ 13
)
∈ U(2)13 ⊗ 13 ,
cos τ =
a−e√
(a−e)2+b2+c2 , sin τ =
√
b2+c2√
(a−e)2+b2+c2 , e
iσ =
b−ic√
b2+c2
,
yields the matrix
((a−e)2+b2+c2) diag(13⊗MuM∗u , 13⊗MdM∗d , 13⊗ M∗uMu , 13⊗M∗dMd) .
Thus, the eigenvalues of [Y, π(g,a, e)]∗[Y, π(g,a, e)] are ((a− e)2 + b2 + c2) times
the squared fermion masses and, because the mass of the top quark mt is the
largest one, we have
‖[Y, π(g,a, e)]‖ =
√
(a− e)2 + b2 + c2mt . (21)
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The second step is to compute
χǫ,α,δ(g,a, e)− χǫ′,α′,δ′(g,a, e)
= (α−α′)(a−e) + (β−β ′)b+ (γ−γ′)c+ 2(δ−δ′)e+∑8i=1(ǫj−ǫj ′)gj .
For δ 6= δ′ take (g, a, b, c, e) = (0, a, 0, 0, a), which on one hand gives
‖[Y, π(0, a, 0, 0, a)]‖ = 0 for all a and on the other hand |χǫ,α,δ(0, a, 0, 0, a) −
χǫ′,α′,δ′(0, a, 0, 0, a)| = 2|δ−δ′| |a|, which is obviously unbounded. The same ef-
fect happens if there is ǫj 6= ǫj ′ for at least one j = 1, . . . , 8. In other words, the
distance between functionals with different {ǫ, δ} is infinite.
Let us thus compute the distance between functionals with fixed {ǫ, δ}:
|χǫ,α,δ(g,a, e)− χǫ,α′,δ(g,a, e)| = |(α−α′)(a−e) + (β−β ′)b+ (γ−γ′)c| .
Under the condition ‖[Y, π(g,a, e)]‖ = √(a− e)2 + b2 + c2mt ≤ 1, this number
is bounded by
dist(α,α′)/mt ≡
√
(α−α′)2 + (β−β ′)2 + (γ−γ′)2 /mt . (22)
This means that the space of functionals χǫ,α,δ, for fixed parameters {ǫ, δ}, is
just the Euclidean space R3 equipped with the usual Euclidean distance (scaled
by 1/mt). If we restrict the functionals χǫ,α,δ and χǫ,α′,δ to be points on a gyro
of functionals of norm 1, their distance is equal to the Euclidean length (in
units of 1/mt) of the string through the interior that connects the points on the
gyro. Gyros associated to different parameters {ǫ, δ} are infinitely distant from
each other. Thus, the geometry of the standard model matrix L-cycle is a nine-
parametric family (the parameters are ǫj and δ) of infinitely distant gyros. This
picture has a natural physical interpretation. The three massive Yang–Mills fields
W± and Z yield in a first step R3 and the norm=1 requirement selects a certain
hypersurface in R3 – our gyro. The nine-dimensional disconnectedness reflects
the nine massless Yang–Mills fields (photon and gluons) of the standard model.
Again, the norm=1 condition selects a compact region of R9 as shown in figure
2.
5 The continuous part of the standard model
Now we add spacetime to investigate the metric structure of the continuous part
of the standard model. We only consider functionals on
g = C∞(M)⊗ (su(3)⊕su(2)⊕u(1)) ∋ (g,a, e)
which are of the form
χǫ,α,δ;p(g,a, e) := αa(p) + βb(p) + γc(p) + (2δ−α)e(p) +
8∑
j=1
ǫjgj(p) , (23)
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with {ǫ,α, δ} fixed for all functionals under consideration. Here, e is a function
on M and e(p) its value at the point p ∈ M , and so on. Moreover, we evaluate
the distance by means of the Dirac operator D = i∂/ of the spin connection. The
Hilbert space is H = L2(S)⊗C48 and the representation π : g→ B(H) coincides
pointwise with the matrix representation (6).
We investigate the following problem: For given p, q ∈M find the supremum
of
|χǫ,α,δ;p(g,a, e)− χǫ,α,δ;q(g,a, e)|
=
∣∣α(a(p)−a(q)) + β(b(p)−b(q)) + γ(c(p)−c(q)) (24)
+ (2δ−α)(e(p)−e(q)) +∑8j=1 ǫj(gj(p)−gj(q))∣∣
under the condition [see (2)]
‖[i∂/ , π(g,a, e)]‖ = ‖π(γ(dg), γ(da), γ(de))‖ ≤ 1 . (25)
In the same way as in section 3 we can replace in (25) partial differentia-
tions by differentiations along curves. Note that each of the 12 real functions
parametrizing g is differentiated independently, and the supremum is found by
optimization of these 12 curves. Differentiation along a common curve yields a
smaller value than the norm, so that (25) implies
sup
C
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣γ(ds)⊗ π(dgds , dads , deds
)∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ ≤ z ≤ 1 . (26)
If s is the arc length we have (γ(ds))2 = 14, see (3), so that γ(ds) can be diago-
nalized to a matrix containing ±1 on the diagonal. This yields with (9)
z ≥ sup
C
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣γ(ds)⊗ π(dgds , dads , deds
)∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
= sup
C,x
max
( ∣∣∣∣deds
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣dads
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ , 2
∣∣∣∣deds
∣∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∣13 deds+dgids
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣dads
∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∣13 deds+dgids
∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣deds
∣∣∣∣ ).
As in section 3 we can replace the optimized differentiation by an optimized
difference quotient, see the steps from (3) to (4). The result is
z ≥ sup
p 6=q
{
1
dist(p, q)
max
( |e(p)−e(q)|+‖a(p)−a(q)‖ , 2|e(p)−e(q)| ,
|(1
3
e+gi)(p)−(13e+gi)(q)|+‖a(p)−a(q)‖ ,
|(1
3
e+gi)(p)−(13e+gi)(q)|+|e(p)−e(q)|
)}
,
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which gives for any p, q ∈M , p 6= q, the inequality
1
dist(p, q)
max
( |e(p)−e(q)|+‖a(p)−a(q)‖ , 2|e(p)−e(q)| ,
|(1
3
e+gi)(p)−(13e+gi)(q)|+‖a(p)−a(q)‖ ,
|(1
3
e+gi)(p)−(13e+gi)(q)|+|e(p)−e(q)|
) ≤ z˜ ,
(27)
with 0 < z˜ ≤ z ≤ 1. Comparison with our previous problem (to find max |F |) in
section 4 suggests the replacements
a(p)−a(q) 7→ aˆ dist(p, q) , e(p)−e(q) 7→ eˆ dist(p, q) ,
(1
3
e+gi)(p)− (13e+gi)(q) 7→ (13 eˆ+gˆi) dist(p, q) ,
where aˆ ∈ su(2), eˆ ∈ R, and igˆi ∈ iR are the eigenvalues of gˆ ∈ su(3). Then, our
problem (24)–(25) reduces to the matrix problem
dist(χǫ,α,δ;p, χǫ,α,δ;q) = sup
gˆ,aˆ,eˆ
{
dist(p, q) |χǫ,α,δ(gˆ, aˆ, eˆ)| : ‖π(gˆ, aˆ, eˆ)‖ ≤ z˜
}
.
But this means nothing else than
dist(χǫ,α,δ;p, χǫ,α,δ;q) = z˜ dist(p, q) ‖χǫ,α,δ‖ = z˜ dist(p, q) ≤ dist(p, q) , (28)
because the functionals χǫ,α,δ satisfy ‖χǫ,α,δ‖ = 1 if {ǫ,α, δ} determine a gyro.
We will now prove that (28) is actually an equality. For this purpose we
consider optimized matrices multiplied by the distance function:
ap(x) = dist(p, x) aˆ , gp(x) = dist(p, x) gˆ , ep(x) = dist(p, x) eˆ , (29)
‖π(gˆ, aˆ, eˆ)‖ = 1 , |αaˆ+ βbˆ+ γcˆ+ (2δ−α)eˆ+∑8j=1 ǫj gˆj| = 1 .
This gives for (25)
‖[i∂/ , π(gp,ap, ep)]‖ = sup
x
|∂/(dist(p, x))| ‖π(gˆ, aˆ, eˆ)‖ = 1
due to (4) on one hand and on the other hand for (24)
|χǫ,α,δ;p(gp,ap, ep)− χǫ,α,δ;q(gp,ap, ep)|
= dist(p, q)
∣∣αaˆ+ βbˆ+ γcˆ+ (2δ−α)eˆ+∑8j=1 ǫj gˆj∣∣ = dist(p, q) . (30)
Hence, we get the nice result that the distance between functionals χǫ,α,δ;p (ǫ,α, δ
fixed and determining a gyro, p variable) is equal to the geodesic distance between
the points p ∈ M . However, this result is preliminary because the standard
model Dirac operator is not i∂/ (as we used in this section) but the Dirac–Yukawa
operator that involves the fermionic mass matrix Y , see (7).
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6 The full standard model
Here we unite matrix part and continuous part to the full standard model. We
compute the distance between functionals (23), where we now permit a variation
of {ǫ,α, δ}. Moreover, we evaluate the metric with the full Dirac-Yukawa op-
erator D = i∂/ + γ5Y , which is the sum of the previous cases. Lie algebra and
Hilbert space are as in section 5. We have to find the supremum of
|χǫ,α,δ;p(g,a, e)− χǫ′,α′,δ′;q(g,a, e)|
=
∣∣α(a(p)−a(q)) + β(b(p)−b(q)) + γ(c(p)−c(q))
+(2δ−α)(e(p)−e(q)) +∑8j=1 ǫj(gj(p)−gj(q))
+(α−α′)(a(q)−e(q)) + (β−β ′)b(q) + (γ−γ′)c(q)
+2(δ−δ′)e(q) +∑8j=1(ǫj−ǫj ′)gj(q)∣∣
(31)
under the condition
‖u+ v‖ ≤ 1 , u := [i∂/ , π(g,a, e)] , v := γ5[Y, π(g,a, e)] . (32)
The exact solution of the problem (31)–(32) would involve the diagonalization
of 4 × 4-matrices, which is too ambitious. We therefore will give an exact lower
bound for the distance and estimate an upper bound. The lower bound is found
by investigation of the extremal cases u = 0 or v = 0. The case u = 0 is achieved
by taking constant matrices and leads back to section 4. It is clear that the
distance is infinity unless we require δ = δ′ and ǫ = ǫ′. Under this condition, the
result (22) holds and we get
dist(χǫ,α,δ;p, χǫ,α′,δ;q) ≥ dist(α,α′) /mt . (33)
We now adjust v = 0, which means a = e and b = c = 0. The lesson of section
5 was that the optimum is attained in the class (dist(p, x) times an appropriate
matrix) of elements of g. This class corresponds to the first line of (29), with
aˆ = eˆ and bˆ = cˆ = 0. From (30) we conclude
dist(χǫ,α,δ;p, χǫ,α′,δ;q) ≥ dist(p, q) sup
eˆ,gˆ
|2δeˆ+ǫgˆ3|
‖π(gˆ, eˆ, eˆ)‖ .
The search for the extrema of Fˆ = (2δeˆ+ǫgˆ3)/π(gˆ, eˆ, eˆ) is easier than the problem
solved in section 4. From (6) we see that the left and right norms are identical
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and equal to the right norm in (10). The table corresponding to table 1 reads:
No eˆ Fˆ
1 −32 |gˆ1|
−3δ|gˆ1|+ ǫgˆ3
3gˆ1
2 −32(gˆ3−|gˆ1|)
3δ|gˆ1|+ (ǫ−3δ)gˆ3
2gˆ3−|gˆ1|
3 0
ǫgˆ3
gˆ3
4 32 gˆ3
(ǫ+3δ)gˆ3
3gˆ3
5 ±M ±2Mδ
2M
This yields
‖Fˆ‖ = B = max(|ǫ|, |δ−1
6
ǫ|+1
2
|ǫ|) ≤ 1
⇒ dist(χǫ,α,δ;p, χǫ,α′,δ;q) ≥ B dist(p, q) . (34)
Thus, dist(χǫ,α,δ;p, χǫ,α′,δ;q) is bounded up to the scale factor B by the spacetime
distance dist(p, q), where B becomes 1 only on the boundary of the parameter
region {ǫ, δ} of allowed gyros (figure 2).
If we now rise |a − e|, |b|, |c|, then the distance will also grow at first due to
the part α(a−e)(p)−α′(a−e)(q)+ βb(p)−β ′b(q) + γc(p)−γ′c(q) in (31). But very
soon this growth is compensated by the necessity to decrease u at expense of the
growth of v. We have
|α(a−e)(p)−α′(a−e)(q) + βb(p)−β ′b(q) + γc(p)−γ′c(q)|
≤ 2 sup
x
√
(a−e)2 + b2 + c2 ≤ 2/mt
for ‖v‖ = ‖γ5v‖ ≤ 1, see (21). This means
dist(χǫ,α,δ;p, χǫ,α′,δ;q) ≤ B dist(p, q) + 2/mt ,
and we find the final result
max
{
B dist(p, q) , dist(α,α′)/mt
}
≤ dist(χǫ,α,δ;p, χǫ,α′,δ;q) ≤ B dist(p, q) + 2/mt . (35)
The precise value of dist(χǫ,α,δ;p, χǫ,α′,δ;q) is not so important, its boundedness
suffices for a physical discussion.
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7 Physical interpretation
Note that dist(α,α′)/mt ≤ 2/mt ≈ 2.3 · 10−16 cm. No measurement device
for macroscopic distances has a precision of 10−16 cm. Hence, for geodesic dis-
tances dist(p, q) of atomic size or larger, the geometry of the standard model is
in accurate agreement with B times the Riemannian geometry of the underlying
manifold. At scales of the order of the inverse top quark mass however, corre-
sponding to energies of the order 100GeV, spacetime should reveal a completely
different structure. That what macroscopically is a point becomes an extended
object – a gyro.
As we have seen, there is a nine-parametric family of infinitely distant worlds
(or universes) whose points (on macroscopic scales) are gyros (on scales 1/mt).
The scale factor B is constant on each world. At first glance, this unobserved
scale factor B seems to favour the conclusion that in our world values for ǫ, δ
are realized which are on the boundary of the allowed values (figure 2). This
means that the gyros would be degenerated to strings or lenses. However, we
should remember that we cannot see the “actual” spacetime manifold M . All
our measurements are only able to detect the “derived” geometry, which is B
times the true one. And as the actual manifold is not relevant, there is no
problem in saying that the true geometry is (1/B) times the measured geometry.
This means that any of the allowed values for {ǫ, δ} according to figure 2 (except
ǫ=δ=0) could be realized in our universe. The laws of physics should be the same
on each world except for effects due to different scale factors B, which certainly
lead to different “constants” of nature.
This picture of the geometry of our world is probably not ultimate knowledge.
The standard model is in accurate agreement with experiment only because to-
day’s experiments have a maximal resolution of the order 10−16 cm. At this
resolution, spacetime consists of gyros. But this does not exclude the possibility
that at higher resolutions the gyros show a fine structure in the sense that each
of its points is a higher dimensional object itself. Grand unified theories for ex-
ample contain further massive Yang–Mills fields and a plenty of additional Higgs
fields. We therefore expect that further dimensions become apparent at GUT
scales (1015 . . . 1016GeV).
In other words, we recover the old Kaluza–Klein idea [18, 19] of additional
spacetime dimensions, which are compactified to very small size so that they
are not apparent in every day’s life. The attempt to deduce the fundamental
interactions from higher dimensional Riemannian geometry has a long history
[18, 19, 23, 24, 20]. But this approach has a severe shortcoming. One has to
make a guess for the higher dimensional spacetime and then to reduce dimensions
in order to obtain an effective theory in four dimensions. Although Manton has
already found [20] the six-dimensional geometry of the Salam-Weinberg model
(which in some sense coincides with our result), this trial-and-error method was
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not very effective after all. We simply took the other direction: We started
from the experimentally well-confirmed standard model (Lie algebra, fermionic
Hilbert space, fermionic mass matrix) and computed directly the corresponding
small scale geometry. The essential progress (apart from its effectiveness) of
our method lies in the fact that it implements chiral fermions from the very
beginning – an obstacle for traditional Kaluza–Klein theories. Moreover, we
obtain a geometric interpretation of the unbroken symmetries: They parametrize
the copies of the world.
Now the question arises: What was wrong with previous Kaluza–Klein theo-
ries? — The physical interpretation! One has mostly attempted to identify the
additional dimensions with Yang–Mills fields. This is correct in so far as the
gyros are hypersurfaces in R3, because the standard model contains three mas-
sive Yang–Mills fields. A different explanation is that the gyros are deformations
of the 2-sphere S2 ∼= SU(2)/U(1), which could be related to the spontaneously
broken symmetry group. But the size and shape of the gyros are fixed, there is
no geometry other than dimension related to Yang–Mills fields. The geometry
of the gyros is rather related to the Higgs field. This becomes apparent if one
adopts ideas of the Chamseddine–Connes approach of noncommutative geome-
try [15]. There, one studies the spectral geometry of the full Dirac operator DA
which includes Yang–Mills fields and Higgs fields. Let us drop the Yang–Mills
fields. Any noncommutative formulation of the standard model tells us that the
Dirac–Yukawa–Higgs operator is obtained from the Dirac–Yukawa operator by
replacing all fermion masses mi by φmi, where φ is the Higgs field whose vacuum
expectation value 〈φ〉0 equals 1. Now, the distance scale on the gyro becomes
1/(φmt) instead of 1/mt, and is therefore subject to change if the Higgs field
varies.
Thus, we handle the gyros on the same footing as Riemannian spaces M .
Introducing coordinates x = {x0, x1, x2, x3} on M , the distance between points
x, x′ is not the Euclidean distance ‖x−x′‖ but obtained on infinitesimal level by
taking the metric tensor gµν into consideration, (ds)
2 = gµνdx
µdxν . Just as the
Higgs field on the rigid gyro, the metric tensor determines the scale on the rigid
coordinate space. The analogy between metric tensor and Higgs field as the scale
on coordinate space goes further: Both have non-vanishing vacuum expectation
value: 〈gµν〉0 = ηµν (or δµν in Euclidean framework; ηµν is the Minkowski tensor)
and 〈φ〉0 = 1. The diameter of the gyro is determined by the inverse top quark
mass or, equivalently [22], by the inverse mass of the Higgs boson (see also [20]).
Our analogy then implies that the diameter of the coordinate space of the four
dimensional manifold should be of the order of the inverse mass of the graviton,
and therefore equal to infinity. This explains why four coordinates are expanded
whereas the internal coordinates are compactified. Einstein told us [25, 26] that
masses determine the geometry of spacetime – on large scales. Our result is the
inverse: the small scale structure of spacetime (gyros) tells us that there exist
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massive particles in the universe. Isn’t this a beautiful interplay between large
and small scales? The small scale structure of spacetime generates the masses
which in turn generate the large scale structure.
We live on one specific world of the nine-parametric family. We cannot estab-
lish any contact with the other universes, we nevertheless know of their existence:
the nine massless Yang–Mills fields occurring in our (and any other) world are
the carriers of this global information. All gyros of our world have the same
shape, denoted by Σδ,ǫ. The information about this shape (better: of the object
that replaces the gyro at GUT-energies) and about the four-dimensionality of the
underlying manifold must have been present as early as the big bang. As already
stressed, the shape R4 × Σδ,ǫ (or S4 × Σδ,ǫ ?) is fixed forever, that what evolves
is the scale. Big bang singularity means that the distance between any points on
R4×Σδ,ǫ becomes zero, because gµν and φ diverge. This behavior is very similar
to a correlation length that diverges at a critical point.
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